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Linked Lists 

 

Definition of Linked Lists 

 

Linked list is a data structure consisting of a group of Nodes which together represent a sequence. 

   Each Node is divided into two parts: 

• The first part contains the Data (information of the element). 

• The second part contains the address of the Next node (link /next pointer field) in the list. 

 

Linked Lists Using Dynamic Variables 

 

In array implementation of the linked lists a fixed set of nodes represented by an array is 

established at the beginning of the execution. 

A pointer to a node is represented by the relative position of the node within the array. 

In array implementation, it is not possible to determine the number of nodes required for the 

linked list. Therefore; Less number of nodes can be allocated which means that the program will 

have overflow problem. More number of nodes can be allocated which means that some amount 

of the memory storage will be wasted. 

The solution to this problem is to allow nodes that are dynamic, rather than static. When a node is 

required storage is reserved/allocated for it and when a node is no longer needed, the memory 

storage is released/freed. 

 

Allocating And Freeing Dynamic Variables 

 

C library function malloc( ) is used for dynamically allocating a space to a pointer. The malloc( ) 

is a library function in <stdlib.h> header file. The general form of malloc( ) is 

         

void * malloc (  size of bytes  ) 
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Ex: The following lines allocate an integer space from the memory pointed by the pointer p. 

  int *p; 

  p = ( int *) malloc ( sizeof ( int ) ); 

sizeof( ) is another library function that returns the number of bytes required for the operand. 

In this example, 2 bytes for the int. 

C library function free ( ) is used for dynamically freeing a space. free ( ) is a library function in 

<stdlib.h> header file. 

Linked Lists Structures  

The following node structure can be used to implement Linked Lists. The Data field, which can 

be some other data type (not necessarily int), keeps the data of the node and the pointer next links 

the node to the next node in the Linked List. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

When a new node is required (e.g. to be inserted into the list) the following Code used to make a 

new node (Creation of Node ) to be available for the list. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

struct nodes 

{ 

    int data; 

    struct nodes *next; 

}; 

typedef struct nodes node; 

 

    node*newnode; 

    newnode = (node *) malloc(sizeof(node)); 

    return newnode; 
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When a new node is no longer used (e.g. to be deleted from the list) the following Code can be 

used to release the node back to the memory. 

 

 

 

 

Insert as First Node in a Linked – List Algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insert First ( ): 

Description: Here HEAD is a pointer variable which contains the address of first 

node. NewNode is a pointer variable which will contain address of new node.  

ITEM is the value to be inserted. 

1. Create a new node 

2. NewNode->Data = ITEM                      [Assign ITEM to Data field] 

3. NewNode ->Next = NULL                  [Assign NULL to Next field] 

4. If (HEAD == NULL) Then 

5. HEAD = NewNode                   [Assign NewNode to HEAD] 

     6. Else 

         7.  NewNode -> Next = HEAD 

         8. HEAD = NewNode                    [Assign NewNode to HEAD] 

    [End of If] 

      9. Exit 

    free(cur); 
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Insert as Last Node in a Linked – List Algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Insert Last ( ): 

Description: Here HEAD is a pointer variable which contains the address of first 

node. NewNode is a pointer variable which will contain address of new node. 

ITEM is the value to be inserted. 

1. Create a new node                [Assign address of new node to new node] 

2. NewNode->Data = ITEM                      [Assign ITEM to Data field] 

3. NewNode ->Next = NULL                   [Assign NULL to Next field] 

4. If (HEAD == NULL) Then 

5. HEAD = NewNode                   [Assign NewNode to HEAD] 

     6. Else 

          7. Set Cur = HEAD                     [Initialize Cur with HEAD] 

          8. Repeat While (Cur -> Next!= NULL) 

                  9. Cur = Cur -> Next                   [Until Cur reaches last node] 

           [End of While Loop] 

         10. Cur -> Next = New Node            [Assign address of new node to Cur] 

     [End of If] 

  11. Exit  
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Insert at Any Specific Node in a Linked – List Algorithm 

Insert Specific ( ): 

Description: Here HEAD is a pointer variable which contains the address of first 

node. NewNode is a pointer variable which will contain address of new node. N is 

the value after which new node is to be inserted and ITEM is the value to be inserted. 

1. Create a new node                [Assign address of new node to new node] 

2. NewNode->Data = ITEM                      [Assign ITEM to Data field] 

3. NewNode ->Next = NULL                   [Assign NULL to Next field] 

4. If (HEAD == NULL) Then 

        5. Print: Linked-List is empty.Invalid insertion; It must have at least one node 

     6. Else 

            7.  Set Pre = HEAD 

            8. Repeat While (Pre -> Data != N) 

                   9. If (Pre -> Next = = NULL) Then 

                           10. Print: Node N not exist 

                   11. Else 

                         12. Pre = Pre -> Next 

                      [End of Step 9 If]  

                  [End of While Loop] 

       13. NewNode ->Next = Pre -> Next 

       14. Pre -> Next = NewNode 

       15. Print: ITEM inserted 

[End of Step 4 If] 

 Exit 
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Delete Any Specific Node in a Linked – List Algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Delete Specific ( ): 

Description: Here HEAD is a pointer variable which contains the address of first 

node.Cur is a pointer variable which contains address of node to be deleted. PREV is a 

pointer variable which points to previous node. ITEM is the value to be deleted. 

1. If (HEAD == NULL) Then                  [Check whether list is empty] 

2. Print: Linked-List is empty. 

3. Else If (HEAD -> Data == ITEM) Then          [Check if ITEM is in 1st node] 

4. Cur = HEAD 

5. HEAD = HEAD -> Next [HEAD now points to 2nd node] 

6. Delete Cur 

7. Else 

8. Cur = HEAD, PREV = HEAD 

9. Repeat While (Cur!= NULL) 

10. If (Cur -> Data == ITEM) Then          [If ITEM matches with Cur -> Data] 

11. PREV-> Next = Cur -> Next                [Assign Next field of Cur to PREV] 

12. Delete Cur 

13. Else 

14 PREV = Cur                                        [Assign Cur to PREV] 

15. Cur = Cur -> Next                               [Move Cur to next node] 

[End of Step 10 If] 

[End of While Loop] 

16. Print: ITEM deleted 

[End of Step 1 If] 

17. Exit 
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Insert_First (  ) Function 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

void insrt_first(int item) 

{ 

   struct node *NewNode; 

   NewNode = (struct node* ) malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

   NewNode ->data= item; 

   NewNode ->next =NULL; 

   if(head==NULL) 

    head = NewNode; 

   else 

   { 

     NewNode ->next=head; 

     head= NewNode; 

   } 

} 
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Insert_Last(  ) Function 

 

 

 

void insert_last(int item ) 

  { 

       struct node *cur ; 

       struct node *NewNode = (struct node *) malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

       NewNode ->data = item; 

      NewNode ->next = NULL; 

       if(head == NULL) 

           head = NewNode; 

       else 

          { 

              cur= head; 

               while( cur->next != NULL) 

                       cur = cur->next; 

                cur->next = NewNode; 

            } 

    } 
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Insert_between( ) Function

void insafter(int item , int key) 

  { 

      int p=0; 

      struct node* prv = head; // pointer to previous node 

      struct node *newnode = (struct node *) malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

      newnode->data = item; 

      newnode->next = NULL; 

      if(head == NULL) 

           printf("\n Error: Invalid Insertion"); 

      else 

          { 

              while( prv->data != key ) 

                 { 

                      if(prv->next == NULL) 

                      {  // reaching the last node on list 

                            printf("\n k not exist "); 

                            p=1; 

                            break;} 

                       else 

                             prv = prv->next; 

                  } 

                } 

               if(p==0) 

               { 

                newnode->next = prv->next; 

                prv->next = newnode; 

              } 

   } 
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Delete_Node( ) Function

void delnode(int num) 

{     struct node *cur, *pre; 

      cur=head; 

      while(cur!=NULL) 

      { 

         if(cur->data==num) 

         { 

            if(cur==head) 

             { 

                    head=cur->next; 

                    free(cur); 

                    return ; 

             } else 

               { 

                   pre->next=cur->next; 

                   free(cur); 

                    return; 

              } 

         }  else 

             {         

                     pre=cur; 

                     cur= cur->next; 

               } 

       } 

printf(" ELEMENT %d NOT FOUND ", num); 

} 
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Display_Nodes function (  ) 

void display() 

{ 

   struct node *cur; 

    cur =head; 

    if(cur ==NULL) 

             printf("empty list\n”); 

   while(cur!=NULL) 

     { 

            printf("the value =  %d", cur ->data); 

            cur = cur ->next; 

     } 

   free (cur); 

   printf ("End Of List"); 

} 


